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July 31, 2017

RE:

Written comments of the City of Valdez in response to the Department of
Revenue’s notice of possible updates and revisions to DOR regulations
15 AAC 56 regarding depreciation methodology

I.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Alaska Department of Revenue (“DOR”) has requested input from interested

parties and the public regarding possible regulations under AS 43.56.060(d)-(e) regarding
“an appropriate methodology under the use value criteria that is efficient, transparent, and
easily verifiable by interested parties, and is both stable and predictable for use in future
assessments by the DOR.” At the public workshop on July 11, 2017, DOR presented a
single depreciation calculation based on scaling current production over reservoir historic
peak production. Though DOR noted that the Trans Alaska Pipeline System (“TAPS”)
value is currently subject to settlement and no change is intended to that value, the proposed
change in depreciation would apply to TAPS outside the settlement context, as well as
other AS 43.56 property within the City of Valdez’s (“Valdez”) jurisdiction.
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Consistent with its comments submitted on August 16, 2016, regarding possible
regulatory changes to the duration of replacement value and the determination of proven
reserves, Valdez again urges DOR not to use its regulatory process to revisit settled law
and disputed issues from the 2016 settlement of the TAPS tax assessments. The proposed
depreciation method disregards the differing statutory standards for production and
transportation property, is based on a misapplication of the judicial holdings on the
acceptable premise of value, and has no connection to the core statutory requirement that
the assessment be based on “the estimated life of the proven reserves” because it merely
compares current production with historic peak production.
In practical terms, there are many questions as to how the formula would function,
but a mass assessment technique such as this formula, while perhaps providing
administrative ease, should not be enshrined in regulation. Doing so would undermine the
fundamental role of property-specific best evidence in assessment appeals and limit DOR’s
ability to appropriately consider such evidence. Rather than limiting disputes between
appellants, codifying this new element into the AS 43.56 process would likely produce
another area of litigation, because the scope of depreciation the formula is capturing would
be at issue. Furthermore, based on the formula presented, this regulatory change could
reduce the valuation of TAPS by more than $2 billion. An effort to simplify the assessment
process should not have such severe impact on the resulting value. The well-established
breakdown method for determining depreciation has been repeatedly used and approved
by the State Assessment Review Board (“SARB”) and the courts, and there is no need or
benefit in changing the existing regulations. As with the determination of replacement
cost, Valdez stands ready to work with DOR in refining the AS 43.56 assessment process
to minimize administrative burden while satisfying the requirements of the statutes.
II.

THE ALASKA SUPREME COURT’S DECISIONS DO NOT SUPPORT
THE PROPOSED REGULATORY CHANGE
DOR’s notice expresses its belief that AS 43.56.060(d) should be “treated

consistently” with the determinations of the Alaska Supreme Court “that a use value
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standard is a proper premise under which to apply assessment methodology in
administrating AS 43.56.060(e).” First, subsections (d) and (e) of the statute provide
different standards, and the meaning of the term “economic value” under AS 43.56.060(e)
was thoroughly litigated by the parties and decided by the courts. 1 Further, the Alaska
Supreme Court did not mandate a use value standard in its decisions, but rather held that
“the statutory language of AS 43.56.060 does not compel the DOR to use a fair market
valuation standard” 2 and that “it was not error to assess TAPS under a use value standard.”3
Thus, the referenced judicial decisions do not require a regulatory change regarding the
calculation of depreciation.

On the contrary, the courts approved the depreciation

methodology DOR now contemplates changing with regard to pipeline transportation
property.
On the other hand, the proposed regulation appears directly contrary to the statute’s
core requirement that property be assessed based on “the estimated life of the proven
reserves,” because the singular depreciation calculation looks only to current production
versus historic peak production, without any consideration of the amount of current proven
reserves or the effective age of the property being assessed. 4

The definition and

determination of proven reserves has been fully adjudicated by the courts. 5 DOR should
1

Amended Decision Upon Reconsideration Following Trial De Novo, Case No.
3AN-06-08446 CI (2006 Tax Year) ¶¶ 64-95 (October 26, 2010).

2

BP Pipelines (Alaska) Inc. v. State, Dep’t of Revenue, 325 P.3d 478, 484 (Alaska 2014).

3

State, Dept. of Revenue v. BP Pipelines (Alaska) Inc., 354 P.3d 1053, 1060 (Alaska 2015).

4

AS 43.56.060(e)(2) (comparing “the estimated life of the proven reserves of gas or unrefined
oil then technically, economically, and legally deliverable into the transportation facility” with
“the estimated physical life of the transportation facility.”)

5

Amended Decision Upon Reconsideration Following Trial De Novo, Case No.
3AN-06-08446 CI (2006 Tax Year) ¶¶ 394-97 (October 26, 2010) (construing the “Reserves Law”
under AS 43.56 and holding that “no one industry, regulatory, or other definition of ‘proven
reserves’ need be adopted and read into the Reserves Law” and that “the Department was not
required to adopt a ‘reasonable certainty’ confidence level as urged by the Owners.”); BP
Pipelines (Alaska) Inc. v. State, Dep’t of Revenue, 325 P.3d 478, 491 (Alaska 2014) (“The Owners
have not shown that the superior court’s definition of ‘proven reserves’ is inconsistent with the
statute or any widely accepted industry definition of the term.”)
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not attempt via regulation to deviate from the clear “Reserves Law” holdings of the
superior court, which included thorough discussion and analysis of the parties’ competing
estimates 6 and were twice affirmed by the Alaska Supreme Court.

The statutory

interpretation of the courts is controlling, and the standard for determining proven reserves
under AS 43.56 is clear “Thus, so long as oil in each of the three categories of [Alaska
North Slope] production established by [DOR] – producing, under development, and under
evaluation – was economically, technically, and legally deliverable into TAPS as of the
lien date, as proven by a preponderance of the evidence, that oil should be included when
estimating the economic life of TAPS for ad valorem tax purposes.” 7 Because the proposed
depreciation calculation considers only production levels without consideration of proven
reserves, it contravenes both the statute and the Reserves Law established by the courts.
III.

THE PROPOSED DEPRECIATION FORMULA PRESENTS SEVERAL
PROBLEMS
Because the proposed regulation departs from any consideration of proven reserves,

which are not necessarily reflected or correlated by production levels, it will only add
another layer of litigation as to the propriety of the depreciation methodology and what
depreciation it is or is not capturing. This change ignores the holdings of the courts and
risks reigniting the conflicts between the TAPS litigants. All of the litigants, including
DOR, invested significant time and resources into achieving the litigation outcomes and
the recent five-year settlement. While Valdez understands DOR’s desire to clarify issues
and make the administration of its annual assessments more efficient, Valdez maintains
that DOR should avoid any regulatory action that revisits litigation positions that have been
decided and should be at a standstill under the settlement. DOR can exercise its discretion
6

See Decision Following Trial De Novo, BP Pipelines (Alaska Inc.) v. State of Alaska
Department of Revenue, Case No. 3AN-06-08446 CI (2007/08/09 Tax Years) ¶¶ 439-506
(December 30, 2011) (finding that the Municipalities’ production forecasts and reserves estimates
were reasonable, the Owners’ forecasts and estimates were not persuasive, and DOR’s forecasts
and estimates were unreliable).

7

Decision Following Trial De Novo, BP Pipelines (Alaska Inc.) v. State of Alaska Department
of Revenue, Case No. 3AN-06-08446 CI (2007/08/09 Tax Years) ¶¶ 459 (December 30, 2011).
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in choosing depreciation methods, but there is no need to codify a singular method for all
properties statewide and to do so would likely create more conflict than it would avoid.
A.

The Proposed Formula is not an Established Appraisal Method.

Valdez is unaware of any appraisal authority that favors a single depreciation
formula such as that proposed here to the established breakdown method of economic
age-life with additional functional and/or economic obsolescence as found appropriate in
each individual circumstance. DOR’s presentation indicates that its proposed change
would eliminate any separate consideration of economic age-life, additional functional
obsolescence, or additional economic obsolescence, but the basis of this narrowed scope is
unclear. Current regulation provides that DOR may use “standard appraisal methods” in
its assessments 8 and while DOR is free to apply mass assessment techniques in its initial
valuations, it should not constrain its ability to respond to appeals by limiting its
consideration of depreciation to this one novel formula.
B.

The Proposed Formula is Contrary to the Best Evidence Rule.

Just as SARB and the courts have rejected trending costs when more accurate
current information is available, 9 so too should DOR avoid codifying a depreciation
method based only on production levels when better property-specific information may be
available. The annual AS 43.56 assessment process should be founded upon the best

8

15 AAC 56.110(c).

9

Decision Following Trial De Novo, BP Pipelines (Alaska Inc.) v. State of Alaska Department
of Revenue, Case No. 3AN-06-08446 CI (2007/08/09 Tax Years) ¶¶ 155, 157 (December 30, 2011)
(“Reliance on a trended original cost as the basis for valuing TAPS is not warranted because TAPS’
original design has been substantially updated and a trended original cost would not capture the
value of the asset in place as of the lien dates . . . [a] replacement cost analysis replaces TAPS’
current equivalent utility based on modern design, materials, and construction techniques.”);
Certificate of Determination, OAH No. 14-0555-TAX at 8 (May 23, 2014) (“In this situation, it
was improper to compute current value by trending forward a 2009 value. More recent estimates
of cost, based on actual quotes from vendors and research in the market, are preferable to trending
forward old studies.”)
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evidence available. Again, a distinction should be made between administrative ease and
consistency with the courts’ holdings.
C.

The Proposed Formula Implicates a Substantial Impact on the
Valuation of TAPS.

DOR excluded TAPS from its presentation on the basis of the current settlement,
but Valdez cannot assume that the settlement will remain in place or that the proposed
formula could not be applied to TAPS if implemented. In terms of the formula’s function,
it is unclear how the peak denominator for the formula is determined (whether the peak is
daily, annual, or an average), how the scaling exponent is selected, whether external factors
such as drag-reducing agents are considered in the production inputs, or how the threshold
between pre-decline phase and decline phase is determined or adjusted for each particular
property. Depending on how these questions are answered; however, the proposed formula
could result in a substantial reduction in the valuation of TAPS from the values established
by the courts or the settlement value currently in place.
For the most recently litigated tax year, 2015, SARB used a replacement cost new
of $19.137 billion and found a replacement cost new less depreciation of $9.609 billion, or
approximately 50.21 percent good. Using TAPS historical data with the proposed formula
as presented produces the following result:
[513,441/2,145,297] ^ .69 = 37.28 percent good, or approximately $7.135 billion.
Thus, the formula results in a deduction of nearly $2.5 billion from the assessed
valuation of TAPS, with further reductions possible if additional depreciation is then
somehow included. It is inappropriate for a regulatory simplification to result in a $2.5
reduction in the assessed value of the most important asset in Alaska. Valdez would
necessarily oppose such a radical shift in valuation, which would undermine the progress
toward a stable valuation as established by the courts and SARB and reflected in the
settlement. DOR should avoid any regulatory changes with such severe impacts on the
valuation of TAPS.
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IV.

THE PROPOSED DEPRECIATION FORMULA WILL NOT ACHIEVE
DOR’S DESIRED BENEFITS
As presented by DOR, the perceived benefits of the regulatory change broadly

include objectivity and empirical basis, transparency with public data, stability and
predictability, accuracy and defensibility, and administrative efficiency.

Valdez

understands DOR’s goals of simplifying the assessment process and reducing disputes, but
the proposed depreciation formula takes simplification too far by codifying a technique
that is disconnected from the determination of proven reserves and will likely create more
conflict than it avoids. While the formula may be simple to apply at the outset, it will add
another layer of litigation as to the application of the formula under appraisal theory and
the proper consideration of proven reserves, thus nullifying any efficiencies gained.
Moreover, a simple formula based on two historical inputs and an arguable scaling
exponent is necessarily less accurate for any particular assessment than property-specific
evidence under the established breakdown method. In light of all the above, Valdez
strongly urges DOR to forego the proposed regulation.
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